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1. Mounting and safety instructions
Please observe the following safety instructions in order to prevent any risks for persons and/or damage to the device, as well as to
contribute to environmental protection.
Important instructions
Please read the operating instructions for the device(s) carefully before putting into operation! The instructions contain important information on
installation, environmental conditions, service and maintenance. Save the operating instructions for later use. All operating instructions can be
found on our website at: https://polytron.de/index.php/en/services/operating-manuals
Approved use
Use the device only at the permissible operating locations, under the permissible environmental conditions and for the purpose
described in the operating instructions. If there is no information about the intended use (e.g. operating location, environmental
conditions) or if the operating instructions do not contain any relevant information, you must contact the manufacturer of this
device to ensure that the device can be installed. If you do not receive any information from the manufacturer, the device must
not be put into operation.
Transport
Please check the packaging and the device for damages in shipment immediately upon receipt. Do not put a damaged device
into operation.
Transporting the device by the power cord is not permitted as this can damage the power cord or the strain relief. Insulation
that serves to protect against mains voltages can be damaged by excessive loads (e.g. fall, shock, vibration).
Attention
The rated voltage on the device must correspond with the mains voltage to be used. When operating devices with protection
class I, connection to power sockets with a protective conductor connection is mandatory. The instructions for operating the
device must be observed.
Grounding and potential equalisation
Please establish grounding and perform potential equalisation before initial startup. According to the currently valid version of
EN 60728-11, coaxial receiving and distribution systems must meet the safety requirements with regard to earthing,
equipotential bonding etc, even if the device is removed. Otherwise, damage to the product, fire, or other dangers can occur.
In addition, the earth connection on the device can be used. Other devices within touching distance are to be integrated in the
equipotential bonding. Operation without a protective conductor connection, device grounding or equipotential bonding is not
permitted. If damaged, the device must be taken out of operation.
The electrical system for powering the device, e.g. house installations must contain protective devices against excessive
currents, earth faults and short circuits. Follow all applicable national safety regulations and standards.
Connection cables
Always install the connection cables with a loop so that condensed and/or splashing water cannot run into the device.
Select installations site
Plan the installation location so that children cannot play with the device and its connections. The device should only be
installed on a solid, flat and most of all fire-resistant surface. Observe the operation position of the devices specified in the
operating instructions. Avoid strong magnetic fields in the surroundings. Too strong a heat effect or accumulation of heat will
have an adverse effect on the durability. Don't mount directly over or near heating systems, open fire sources or the like,
where the device is exposed to heat radiation or oil vapours. Mount fan-cooled and passively cooled devices so that the air
can be sucked in unhindered through the lower ventilation slots and heat can escape through the upper ventilations slots.
Ensure free air circulation, ventilation slots must not be covered. Do not place any objects on the devices. Installation in
recesses, alcoves etc and covering the installation site, e.g. through curtains is not allowed. To avoid heat build-up, the correct
installation position must be observed and all-round, free ventilation must be ensured in accordance with the information in the
operating instructions! When installing the cabinet, sufficient air convection must be possible to ensure that the maximum
permissible ambient temperature of the device is maintained.
Moisture
The devices have no protection against water and may therefore only be operated and connected in dry rooms.
Dripping/splashing water and high humidity damage the device. If there is condensation, wait until the device is completely dry.
Select the operating environment according to the specified IP protection class.
Heat
Housing parts near cooling fins and cooling fins themselves can get very hot. Therefore, you should not touch these parts.
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Mounting and service work
The device may only be installed and operated by qualified persons (in accordance with EN 62368-1) or by persons who have
been instructed by experts in accordance with the rules of technology. Maintenance work may only be carried out by qualified
service personnel. Before starting the service work, switch off the operating voltage and secure it against being switched on
again. In the event of service or danger, the mains plug serves as a disconnect device from the mains voltage and must
therefore be accessible and usable at all times. In order to guarantee interference immunity, all device covers must be
screwed tight again after opening.
Fuses are only to be changed by authorised specialists. Only fuses of the same type may be used.
Repairs
Repairs may only be carried out by the manufacturer. Improper repairs can pose significant risks to the user. In the event of
malfunctions, the device must be disconnected from the mains and authorised specialist personnel must be consulted. If
necessary, the device must be sent to the manufacturer.
Thunderstorm
According to EN 60728 part 1 safety requirements, due to increased risk of lightning, maintenance and / or installation work
should not be carried out during thunderstorms on the device or the system.
High overvoltages (lightning strikes, overvoltages in the power grid) can damage insulation that serves to protect against
mains voltage.
Ambient temperature
The permissible ambient temperatures specified in the technical data must be observed for operation and storage, even if the
climatic conditions change due to external influences (solar radiation etc.). Overheating the device can damage the insulation
that serves to isolate the mains voltage.
Termination
Unused coaxial connections should be terminated with 75 Ohm terminating resistors. For DC-supplied connections, DC
voltage decoupling must be used or use 75 Ohm terminating resistors with integrated DC decoupling.
Attention
This module contains ESD components! (ESD = Electrostatic Sensitive Device).
An electrostatic discharge is an electrical current pulse, which can flow through an electrically insulated material, when
triggered by a large voltage difference. To ensure the reliability of ESD components, it is necessary to consider their most
important handling rules:
» Pay attention permanently to potential equalisation (equipotential bonding)!
» Use wrist straps and approved footwear for personnel grounding!
» Avoid electrostatically chargeable materials such as normal PE, PVC, polystyrene!
» Avoid electrostatic fields >100 V/cm!
» Use only labeled and defined packing and transportation materials!
Damage caused by faulty connections and/or improper handling are excluded from any liability.
Recycling
All of our packaging materials (packaging, identification sheets, plastic foil and bags) are fully recyclable. The devices are to
be disposed of properly according to the current disposal regulations of your district/country/state as electronic scrap.

WEEE-Reg.-Nr. DE 51035844

§

Guarantee conditions
The general terms and conditions of Polytron-Vertrieb GmbH apply. The general terms and conditions can be found on our
website at: https://polytron.de/index.php/en/company/general-terms-and-conditions

GENERAL INFORMATION ON THE OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS





All parameter data are examples only.
User adjustable parameters are freely selectable.
Menu views can vary slightly depending on the software version; the operability does not change as a result.
The images in this manual are for illustrative purposes only.
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2. General information
The new models PXU 848 C and PXU 848 T of the compact headend series enable the combined processing of
encrypted and open channels. This allows an easy and cost-effective extension with centrally decoded services for
the community antenna system. Also possible is the use of the compact headends as a free-to-air basic supply in a
small boarding house or hotel, because a maximum of 40 programmes from 8 transponders are available. The
compact headends PXU 848 C/T are used wherever PAY-TV content and free-to-air channels are to be combined.

3. Description
The compact headends PXU 848 C/T convert the content of eight SAT transponders, terrestrial or cable channels to
either DVB-C or DVB-T. The reception mode can be selected individually at each of the eight inputs: DVB-S/S2,
DVB-T/T2 or DVB-C. Four of the eight channel strips are each provided with a CI interface for decoding encrypted
signals. The integrated multiplex function allows the generation of new output channels with contents of the different
input transponders. For this, the contents of various transponders can be decrypted via one smartcard and thus the
capacities of the smartcards can be optimally utilized. Via the USB interface, the headend can be programmed easily
and quickly. No knowledge regarding the allocation and management of IP addresses is required for this. The
selected settings can be printed, saved and also transferred to other devices via a USB stick. Due to the integrated
LAN connection, remote control of all parameters is possible. The supply voltages can be activated separately for the
SAT and terrestrial inputs with jumpers.

PXU 848 C = DVB-C output
PXU 848 T = DVB-T output

4. Scope of delivery
1 x PXU 848 X
1 x Power cable
1 x USB cable
1 x USB stick (programming software)
1 x LAN patch cable
1 x User manual
1 x Installation accessories
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5. Input circuit
In the PXU 848 C/T, signals are directly fed to the input tuners. Due to the triple tuners, there are eight inputs each
for SAT and eight for terrestrial signals (DVB-T/T2 or DVB-C). In the ‘factory settings’ condition, there is a 12 VDC
voltage for LNB supply on SAT input tuners 1, 2, 5 and 6. This can be switched by corresponding jumpers J1, J2, J4
and J5. On tuners 4 and 8, a 12 V supply voltage for the terrestrial range can be activated by inserting the
corresponding jumpers J3 and J6. The operating states are indicated by external LEDs.
J3 > 12V on/off tuner 4 terr.

J1 > 12V on/off SAT tuner 1

J6 > 12V on/off tuner 8 terr.

J4 > 12V on/off SAT tuner 5

J2 > 12V on/off SAT tuner 2

J5 > 12V on/off SAT tuner 6

6. Mounting
The compact headend must be mounted in a well-ventilated room. The environmental temperature may not exceed
45 °C. It must be ensured that the air can circulate freely through the ventilation holes, especially in horizontal 19”
mounting. There must be at least 15 cm space around the device ventilation holes, so that the air can circulate
properly. For mounting or when working on the wiring, the power plug must be disconnected.

15 cm

= Heat accumulation!!!
15 cm
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6.1 Grounding
The device must be grounded according to EN 60728-11.
2

- Strip approximately 15 mm of the cable insulation of the grounding cable (4mm ).
- Slide the stripped end under the earth screw and tighten the screw.

7. Installation
Connection of the input signals
Connect the SAT signals directly or via splitter(s) to the SAT tuner inputs. At SAT input tuners 1, 2, 5 and 6, a 12 V
DC voltage is applied for LNB supply.
DVB-T and DVB-C are connected via the terrestrial input. A 12 V supply is optionally available at the terrestrial input
tuners 4 and 8.

Please note the current consumption of each input may not exceed 250 mA. A total of
500 mA is available.

Input 1
Terr.

Input 2
Terr.

Input 1
SAT
LNB DC

Input 2
SAT
LNB DC

Input 3
Terr.

Input 3
SAT

Input 4
Terr.
DC

Input 4
SAT

Input 5
Terr.

Input 6
Terr.

Input 5
SAT
LNB DC

Input 6
SAT
LNB DC

Input 7
Terr.

Input 7
SAT

Input 8
Terr.
DC

Input 8
SAT
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Insertion of the CI modules
To insert the CI modules, the covers must be removed. The picture shows the assignment of the CI slots to the
inputs. For wall mounting as shown in the picture, the double ridge guide of the CAMs must always be on the left
side. On the right side, the CAM has only a single ridge guide.
CI slot 2

CI slot 1

CI slot 4

CI slot 3

7.1 Pre-programming
The inputs and outputs of the device are pre-programmed ex-works with a standard frequency assignment. A
separate supplementary sheet with the pre-programming is included with the device. In this condition, all input
channels are present at the output. As described above, for reception of the pre-programmed ASTRA transponders,
the SAT inputs must be connected to the LNB in accordance with information on the polarization levels from the
supplement.

7.2 Input level
To ensure perfect reception, make sure that the level at the inputs is between 50 and 80 dBµV.

When receiving digital signals, it is advantageous to have a lower input level rather
than an excessively high one.
If the input level is too high, an attenuator must be used.

7.3 Output level
The output level at delivery is 90 dBµV. This can be changed via device programming. At the TEST socket, an
output level reduced by 20 dB is available.

Test -20 dB

Output
112-862 MHz

Network
management
port

USB port

Status LED
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8. General programming
After connection, the device runs through an internal routine and all 8 channels are set up according to the previously
stored data. During this time, the Status LED next to the USB port flashes green. A connection between the PXU
848 X and the PC/laptop is only possible after the Status LED lights up permanently green or orange.

8.1 Software installation at PC
Download the software package from the homepage www.polytron.de (SATC12_Vxxx.zip) and unzip in the
directory of your choice (e.g. C:\ PXU 848).
The software can also be loaded from the enclosed USB stick.

8.1.1 Installation of the driver
Start the file Install_driver.cmd.
Follow the instructions on the screen.
Sometimes during first installation, the following dialogue can appear. This depends on the operating system. Carry
out the following instructions and select the fields as shown:

No, not this time

Then click the button Weiter to start the installation of the software.

Install software automatically
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If this notice is displayed:
Continue the installation

The software was
installed for the following
hardware

Then click the button Fertig stellen to finish the installation of the software.

The installation of the driver software is now finished.

8.1.2 Installation of the programming software
Install the software by starting the “Setup.exe“ program in the desired folder.

Follow the instructions on the screen.
Close the screen displays once the installation has ended.

After the installation of the programming software on the PC, the
PXU 848 X can be connected to the PC with the USB cable.

USB
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8.2 Programming of the device parameters
Start the program – SATC12 –

Click on Menu at the top left

The following menus are available:






Program Menu
Diagnostic
Firmware Update
Exit

Select Program Menu: All adjustments of the input and output parameters are carried out here. After calling up the
menu, the current parameters of all 8 channels will be displayed.

Via this menu, all settings of the input and output parameters can be done. The upper part of the menu shows the
device data such as type, serial number, hardware version and software versions for CPU (µC), CI, FPGA and MUX.
The right menu border contains the navigation buttons CHANNEL 1 - 4 and CHANNEL 5 - 8, which are used to call
the transponder/output specific data of the respective 4 channel strip. Via the button Multiplexing, the multiplexer
menu will be opened.
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8.2.1 Input parameters SAT reception
DVB > Input signal

TP > Transponder frequency

Choose the kind of signal
Enter transponder frequency
eingebe

If DVB-T/T2 or
DVB-C is selected, please skip to
section 8.2.2.

Auto > LO frequency

SR > Symbol rate

The required frequency will be set
automatically. The frequency can also
set to 09750 , 10600 or

OTHER frequency.

Search > Searching

Enter symbol rate

Tuner Locked
If the tuner locks on the
transponder, Tuner Locked
is displayed in the upper field.

angezeigt.
After pressing the
Search button, the data is accepted
and the desired transponder is
set.
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Receiving conditions (DVB-S/S2)

The quality of the input signal can be evaluated by using the bit error rate BER and the
signal-to-noise ratio SNR .
These depend on the quality of the reception conditions and the SAT signals.
Recommendation: Bit error rate BER should be ≤ 1e-6.

The table below shows required signal-to-noise ratio levels for varying FEC (forward error correction). The
corresponding values of the FEC (forward error correction) have to be taken from the tables of the satellite
operators. If e.g. the transponder has an FEC of 5/6, the SNR display must be at least 9 dB to guarantee good
signals.

FEC

gut

sehr gut

1/2
2/3
3/4
5/6
7/8

5-7dB
7-9dB
8-10dB
9-11dB
10-12dB

8-11dB
10-13dB
11-14dB
12-15dB
13-16dB
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8.2.2 Input parameters for terrestrial range
TP > Frequency

BW > Channel bandwidth

The kind of input signal
will be identified automatically.

Enter input frequency
.

Select 7 or 8 MHz

PLP > Select service DVB-T2

Search > Searching
After pressing button
Search the data is accepted
and the desired channel is set.

0

Select PLP value
(only for DVB-T2)

If the tuner locks on the
transponder, Tuner Locked
is displayed in the upper field.

Reception conditions
The quality of the input signal can be evaluated by using the bit error rate BER and the
signal-to-noise ratio SNR .
These depend on the quality of the reception conditions and the signals.
Recommendation: Bit error rate BER should be ≤ 1e-6.
Required threshold value for the signal-to-noise ratio SNR is 26 dB for DVB-T and 32 dB
for DVB-T2.
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8.2.3 Output parameters DVB-C
On Dual OFF > Output channel
If not all of the output channels are
to be assigned, each channel can
be switched off individually with OFF.
Via Dual the dual channel function
can be activated.
After the setting of all parameters
press the Set button. With this,
the adjusted parameters are accepted.
Please repeat the steps for other
channels.

F > Output frequency
Frequency is freely selectable.
It is recommended to use the
appropriate TV standard channel
grid. The frequency of the channel
centre is set
(e.g. channel 21, 470…478 MHz,
channel centre setting 474 MHz).

QM > QAM mode
Setting of the possible QAM mode
(16, 32, 64, 128, 256) depending on
the data rate of the input transponder.
Only possible QAM modes will be
displayed.

SP > Spectrum
Normal > Normal mode
Invers > Primary signal can be
inverted in its spectral position.
Inversion is only necessary in
exceptional cases.

OP > Operating mode
Normal >

normal mode

Single >

single carrier for level
measurement with an
analogue antenna
measuring device

Zero

digital channel with
content 0 (constant level
without fluctuations)

>

BW > Bandwidth
Choose bandwidth depending on
output frequency between 7 MHz
and 8 MHz.

SR > Symbol rate
up to 7.200 kiloSymbols/sec.
Is dependent on the selected QAM
mode (used settings in cable networks: 256 QAM / SR 6.900).
Only the symbol rates that are
possible are accepted.

ATT > Output level
The output level at the output is
90 dBµV and can be attenuated
for each channel up to 12 dB in
1dB steps.

Notice: The connected DVB-C / QAM receivers must be programmed in accordance
to the parameters set in the headend.
15

8.2.4 Output parameters DVB-T
On Dual OFF > Output channel
If not all output channels are to be
assigned, each channel can be
switched off individually with OFF.
Via Dual the dual channel function
can be activated.
After the setting of all parameters,
press the Set button. With this,
the adjusted parameters are accepted.
Please repeat the steps for other
channels.

F > Output frequency
Frequency is freely selectable.
It is recommended to use the
appropriate TV standard channel
grid. The frequency of the channel
centre is set
(e.g. channel 21, 470…478 MHz,
channel centre setting 474 MHz)

CR > Code rate
Setting of possible code rates
(1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8).

CM > Carrier modulation
Display of possible
carrier - only 2k.

OP > Operating mode
Normal >

normal mode

Single

>

single carrier for level
measurement with an
analogue antenna
measuring device

Zero

>

digital channel with
content 0 (constant level
without fluctuations)

BW > Bandwidth
Choose bandwidth depending on
output frequency between 7 MHz
and 8 MHz.

GI > Guard interval
Setting of possible guard intervals
(1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32)

QM > QAM mode

QAM mode (16QAM, 32QAM,
64QAM).
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SP > Spectrum
Normal > Normal mode
Invers > Primary signal can be
inverted in its spectral position.
Inversion is only necessary in
exceptional cases.

ATT > Output attenuation
The output level at the output is
90 dBµV and can be attenuated
for each channel up to 12 dB in
1 dB steps.

Notice: The connected DVB-T receivers must be programmed in accordance to the
parameters set in the headend .

8.2.5 Dual channel function
If the data rate of the multiplexed transport stream is too high to accommodate the programs in a 7 or 8 MHz
channel, the dual channel function of the PXU 848 X can be activated. With this function, it is possible to split the
multiplexed transport stream to two output channels (DVB-T or DVB-C depending on version).
By selecting the menu item Dual, the dual channel function is activated. The activation can take place for the
channels 1 - 4. If the dual channel is activated in these channels, the output modulators of the channels 5 – 8 are
reserved for the dual channels.
The assignment is as follows:
1D = Dual channel activation of channel 1  Setting of the output parameters in channel 5
2D = Dual channel activation of channel 2  Setting of the output parameters in channel 6
3D = Dual channel activation of channel 3  Setting of the output parameters in channel 7
4D = Dual channel activation of channel 4  Setting of the output parameters in channel 8

By pressing the button Set the selection is accepted and the activation of the dual channel is displayed in the
corresponding channel.
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Note:

The input parameters for the channels 5 to 8 can also be programmed when the dual channel function is
activated and can be assigned to the outputs in the multiplexing menu

The assignment of the programs to the output channels of the dual channel can be done in the menu Multiplexing.
Depending on the activated dual channels, the corresponding dual output channels 1D, 2D, 3D and 4D to the output
channels 1, 2, 3 and 4 will be displayed for selection. If not all dual channels are active, the respective output
channels 5, 6, 7 or 8 can be used. The possible selection is displayed in the OUT column.

In order to decrypt the desired programs, a check mark must be placed in the column CI of the corresponding
program. This selection is only possible for channels 1 - 4 and dual channel 1D - 4D. Encrypted and free-to-air
services can be grouped together. By clicking on the button Save, all settings will be saved.
Under 8.3 “Multiplexing”, the procedure for the assignment of the programs to the output channels plus the
decryption and assignment of a new SID is described, please read if necessary!
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8.3 Multiplexing function
To optimally utilise the capacities of the smart cards or/and to provide new program selections at the output of the
compact headend, the PXU 848 X offers a multiplexing function. Also certain services within a transponder can be
deleted at the output if they are not desired. Furthermore, encrypted services can be selected for decryption via this
function. If required, an LCN (Logical Channel Number) can be assigned for a program or an SID remapping can be
performed.

8.3.1 Multiplexing of services (programs)
Click on the Multiplexing button to open the following window. On the left side of the window, the list of available TV
services from the input is shown and on the right side, the available radio services. In the column IN, the input slot
(input tuner) of the respective program is displayed. At the bottom of the menu, a status indicator documents the
progress while saving the settings. If all data is saved in the system, in the status field Ready will be displayed.
By clicking on the button All OUTPUTS ON/OFF, the assignment of all the services to the outputs can be
deactivated/reactivated or, if necessary, specific input transponders only may be reactivated.
The allocation of a service/program is done via a click in the column OUT. A pop up menu will be opened, in which
by selecting the number 1 - 8, the assignment to the corresponding output takes place.
When outputs 1 - 4 are selected, the program can also be decrypted.
The assignment is as follows:
1 = output 1 via CI 1
5 = output 5
2 = output 2 via CI 2
6 = output 6
3 = output 3 via CI 3
7 = output 7
4 = output 4 via CI 4
8 = output 8
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The lower section of the menu shows the data rate of the respective output.
If the data rate at the output is too high, in the field Rem. Bitrate OUTX, Overflow will be displayed. This means that
the data rate for the set parameters is too high and services have to be removed. The fields Rem. Bitrate OUTX are
marked in colors after checking:
 Green:
More than 10000 kSym of data rate capacity remaining.
 Orange: Fewer than 10000 kSym capacity remaining.
 Red:
Fewer than 5000 kSym capacity remaining.
 Overflow: The data volume for the setted DVB-C or DVB-T parameters are too high.
The verification of the data rate can be activated manually via clicking the button Check.
Press the button Save after finishing assignment of the desired programs to output channels and selection of the
programs to be decrypted. The configuration will be checked for data rate overflow and then saved.
By clicking the column headers LCN, Name, OUT or IN, sorting can be done in ascending order of numbers or
letters.
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8.3.2 Selection of the channels to be encoded
A precondition of this operation is that the CAM module with corresponding smart card has been inserted into the CI
slot while the headend is in a switched off state. The headend is then switched on and the CAM is recognized and
initialized. The smart card must also be authorized to decrypt the desired programs. The status is displayed in the
menu Diagnostic. If there is no recognition or if no CAM module is plugged in, a red cross appears in this menu.
If the CAM module with the corresponding smart card is not recognized, no services can be decrypted! The settings
can be done in advance of the installation of CAMs and smart cards .
The selection of the services/programs to be decrypted takes place by placing a check mark in the column CI.

After completing the assignment of the desired programs to the output channels and selecting the programs to be
decrypted, click the Save button. The configuration will be checked for data rate overflow and then saved.

The CAM modules should be only inserted when the headend is in
power off mode.
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8.3.3 LCN function
In the column LCN (Logical Channel Number), the desired program number can be entered. These programs will
then be sorted in the table in numerical order. Programs which have no LCN assigned are placed below those
programs that are assigned LCNs.

Precondition is that the TVs/receivers support LCN.
After completing the assignment of the LCNs to the desired programs, click the Save button. The configuration will
be checked for data rate overflow and then saved.
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8.3.4. SID remapping - manual assignment of Service IDs
Based on the feature SID (Service ID), remapping of new programs can be performed without retuning the
connected receivers. Selected services are assigned with a new SID.
Important: Please ensure that a unique SID is assigned within each transponder to the programs which are
changed.
The maximum number of programs to be remapped must be assigned and scanned at first installation



Changes to lower numbers of programs  no new channel search necessary
Changes to higher numbers of programs  new channel search is required

Important: If service remapping should be applied, this adjustment has to be done before creating the combined
NIT.
In the column New SID, you can assign a new SID for the desired program. In the column Org. SID, the original
SID of the program will be displayed.
The assignment of the service IDs can be carried out continuously across all transponders or continuously within a
transponder. SIDs used in one transponder may be reused within other transponders or if preferred, new SIDs may
be applied to all services.
Example 1 - Allocation of SIDs across all transponders
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Example 2 - Allocation of SIDs within a transponder enabling reuse in other transponders

SIDs are entered manually. We recommend using hexadecimal values within the range of F001 and FFFE.
Important: The SID can be reused in other transponders (example 1). A service is referenced inside of a
transponder by the unique pairing of ONID/TSID/SID. That’s why the same SID can be used again in
another transponder (example 2). Within one transponder, the same SID may not be used twice.
After completing the assignment of the New SID to the desired programs, click the Save button. The configuration
will be checked for data rate overflow and then saved.
If SIDs have been assigned twice in one transponder, they are highlighted in red in the menu window.

Error correction: Manually change the SID and then press Save.
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8.4 Creation of NIT (Network Information Table)
The NIT is a transponder table, which includes informationn for direct reception of digital programs.
The NIT processing requires advanced knowledge of DVB standards!
The combined NIT includes all relevant data of all connected headend devices and contains information about all
receivable programs in the network.
Important: If possible, place the output channels containing a common NIT on the lowest possible frequencies.
Many receivers begin their search at the lower end of the range and therefore the common NIT is
found as early as possible in the tuning operation. This is particularly relevant if existing systems with
devices from other manufacturers are to be upgraded.
Important: Create a precise system and programming plan before installation/programming.
Important: If service remapping should be applied, this adjustment has to be done before creating the combined
NIT.
Process scheme:

2. Create a combined
NIT using the
individual device
parameters

1. set all devices
separately, store the
parameters and
document them

3. upload the
combined NIT upon
all devices separately

4. in case of later changes:
- set all devices separately
- create a new combined NIT
- upload the combined NIT
upon all devices separately

Changes to the NIT table(s) first become effective after closing the PC software.
Please wait approx. 1 min. after closing the PC software for the changes to become
effective in all relevant systems.
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8.4.1 NIT mode
In the menu item NIT, select the submenu NIT-Mode to specify which NIT is to be used.

After selecting NIT-Mode the following window will be opened.

No NIT:

No NIT will be sent (for special applications, not according to DVB standard).

Device NIT:

A valid NIT will be sent automatically for the actual device (factory setting).

Combined NIT:

A cross-device NIT will be sent. (It is assumed, that the user has created and stored a crossdevice NIT onto the device).
To apply the settings, click button Save.

8.4.2 Device NIT
In the menu item NIT, select the submenu Device-NIT to set the NIT data of the device.

After selecting Device-NIT, the following mask for additional settings will be opened.

The combinations
of ONID and TSID
identify the
transponder.
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Note: Please check the data for plausibility and/or overlaps before entry!
Network ID:

DVB-C at the output  factory setting FF01 (changes possible)
DVB-T at the output  factory setting 3002 (changes possible)

Network Name: Can be defined by the user.
Country:

DVB-C at the output  factory setting Original (changes possible, by choosing Original the
received ONID from the satellite will be used)
DVB-T at the output  factory setting Germany (changes possible) – The country code should be
the same as the receiver setting.

TSID New:

If necessary, a new TSID can be assigned. We recommend assigning hexadecimal values in the
range between F001 and FFFE.

Click Save to apply the changes.

8.4.3 Combined NIT
The settings of the individual devices must be stored before creating the combined NIT.
The PXU 848 X offers the possiblity to save or load an existing programming to/from a PC/Laptop. Thus, archiving of
device constellations can be performed.
Under 8.5, Storage of the programming, the procedure for saving the existing programming is described,
please read if necessary!
During the storage procedure, an additional *.hdb file is generated, which is needed to create the ”Combined NIT”.
In the menu item NIT select the submenu Combined-NIT to create a cross-device NIT.
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After selection of Combined-NIT, the following window will be opened. In this window, the NIT of the single devices
will be displayed together.

4.
1.
3.

2.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

5.

6.

Search the folder containing the setting files of the individual devices and select it.
Double-click on the required *.hdb-files.
The selected files will be listed under Files to Combine and can be deselected by double-click, if desired.
If a combined NIT already exists, press button Open NIT to load it from the PC/Laptop.
Download NIT from Headend – Download a stored NIT table from the headend.
After entering all data, click on Create Combined NIT to create the common NIT. This NIT can be stored in a
folder on PC/Laptop. After successful saving, automatic forwarding to the tab TS-Data will take place.

Note: For the implementation of external output channels (e.g. external modulator), see page 28
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Via the tab TS-Data, the common transport stream data of the combined NIT will be displayed.

Error message

This interface allows the user to check the programming data and to add an external output channel (DVB-C = QAM
or DVB-T = COFDM). The plausibility check of the pre-programmed data runs automatically. Existing plausibility
problems and overlaps will be highlighted with a coloured background (see example above). A few combinations
ONID/TSID of the devices 1 and 2 (Anlage1 / 2) in the example above are the same, which must be avoided within a
network.
Important: Set all devices separately first. Afterwards, create a new combined NIT and upload the combined NIT
to all devices separately!
Note:

Via the user interface TS-Data, only manually added entries can be modified.

The implementation of an external output channel (e.g. modulator) takes place via the tab TS-Data. Please click the
button Add QAM Channel (DVB-C) or Add COFDM Channel (DVB-T).
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Now, the following menu appears in which the service and channel data may be entered.

Note:

Check the plausibility and/or for overlaps of the data before entry!

Headend ID:

Can be defined by the user. Should be documented for later reference.

Channel:

Set the individual playback channel.

Frequency:

Enter the frequency of the output channel.

QAM-Mode:

Select the relevant QAM-Mode.

Symbolrate:

Define the required symbol rate.

ONID / TSID:

Enter the ONID and the TSID. We recommend to use hexadecimal values within the range of F001
and FFFE.

Click Save to apply the changes.

After saving, the data of the added output channel will be displayed in the tab TS-Data and can be checked for
plausibility and overlaps:

Click on the line to
activate the boxes

Note: Manually added output channels will be displayed with a white background. The functions Edit and
Delete are only available for manually added output channels. Click on the corresponding line to activate
these functions.
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Via the tab LCN-Data, the LCN data of the combined NIT will be displayed and the manually added output channels
can be completed.

To add the manually added channels to the LCN function, click the button Add Service.
The following window opens.

Note: Check the plausibility and/or for overlaps of the data before entry!
Headend ID:

Select the added device.

Channel:

Set the individual playback channel.

Service Name: Can be defined by the user.
Service ID:

Enter a Service ID. We recommend to use hexadecimal values within the range of F001 and FFFE.
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Service Type:

Choice between the options TV and Radio.

LCN:

Determination of the program number in the LCN system.

Click Save to apply the changes.
Note:

Manually added output channels will be displayed with a white background. The functions Edit and
Delete are only available for manually added output channels. Click on the corresponding line to
activate the functions.

Click on the line to
activate the functions

Error message

The plausibility check of the pre-programmed data runs automatically. Existing plausibility problems and overlaps will
be highlighted with a coloured background (see example above). In the example above, two program numbers in the
LCN system are the same, which must be avoided within a network. Error correction for the example above: Click on
the LCN program number of the line with the white background (HDM 1) and then click on Edit. Change the LCN
program number in the ADD service window accordingly and store the setting by click on Save.
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Finally, via the tab NIT, the common, cross-device NIT may be uploaded.

The button Upload NIT to Headend will be activated. After clicking “Create Combined NIT“, the created common
NIT will be loaded on the device and transmitted to the output channels.
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8.5 Storage of programming
It is possible to save the existing programming on a PC and/or to load it from a PC. Thus program combinations can
be archived.

8.5.1 Storage of settings
In the menu item Settings, select the submenu Save Settings to save the programming to a PC.

After selection of Save Settings, the folder window for saving the file will be opened.

A directory and a file name (e.g. Anlage) should be entered for this. The file name must retain the ending .c12.
Additionally a *.hdb file for the combined NIT and a *.rtf file will be saved in the same folder. The *.rtf file can be
opened, edited and printed with e.g. Microsoft Word, Open Office or WordPad.

8.5.2 Loading of settings
In the menu item Settings, select the submenu Load Settings to upload an existing programming file from a
PC/Laptop to a PXU 848 X.

After selection of Load Settings, the folder window will be opened. The desired file name should be selected and
opened. The data will be loaded automatically to PXU 848 X after pressing the button Open (Öffnen in the
example).
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8.5.3 Restart of the device
In the menu item Settings, select the submenu Reset Headend to restart the device.

After selection of Reset Headend, a restart of the device occurs. This takes about 2 minutes. During restart, a
progress bar indicates the status. After the restart, the system data is loaded and the window Program Menu opens
automatically.

8.6 CI menu
Via the menu item CI-Menu, all CA modules 1 - 4 can be selected.

By selecting a particular CA module, the menus implemented into that module are offered to the user. The
selectable menus are shown with a preceding arrow and can be selected individually. This feature can be used to
make necessary adaptions or retrieve information about the CA module.

Irdeto Access
IRDETO - MAIN
-> Activate age rating
-> Select a language
-> CAM management
-> Text message
-> Exit

Note:

Only menu items which are offered and supported by the CAM are displayed or can be changed.
POLYTRON has no influence on the CAM menu!

After pressing the button Exit, the CAM menu will be closed.
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8.7 LAN function
In Menu, select the submenu Program Menu to open the programming interface of the device. The basic
configurations will be loaded and the adjustment interface will be started.

The standard IP address of PXU 848 X is: 192.168.001.227. If the system is used in a network with a different
network address format, the IP address of the PXU 848 X must be accordingly altered. This change can be done in
the menu item Control, in the submenu LAN-Settings.

Example:
A PC operated in a network has the following settings:
IP-Address:

192.168.001.068
Network share Host share

The IP address of the PXU 848 X may differ only in the last block (host share) compared to the connected PC. The
figures 0, 255 and all values already in use are not permitted!
Example IP address: 192.168.001.013

All changes are saved with Save.
Please note!
The listed IP addresses are intended as examples. All addresses must be adapted to the network at the
location. If this information is not known, the responsible IT specialist should be contacted!
The progress of saving is displayed on the status diagram.
This process can last for up to a minute.
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8.7.1 Creating headends
Start the program – SATC12 –
In the menu item Control, activate the submenu LAN-Control

, to enable the control via LAN.

To create the connection settings of the PXU 848 X in the Control menu, select the submenu Edit Headends.

The input window in which to enter the headend access data will be opened.

Test
Bad Wildbad
192.168.001.221
10004

Click the button Add New. The menu fields are now enabled for data input.
The following settings must be made:
Name:

Enter the name of the device (freely selectable)

Location:

Enter the name of the location (freely selectable)

IP-Adress:

Enter the IP address of the headend to be controlled
(Factory setting 192.168.001.227)
Enter the port of the headend to be controlled
(Factory setting 10001)

Port:
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To apply the settings, click the button Save.
Note: Please use the same procedure to create further headends!
For selection of the desired headend, select in the menu item Control, the submenu Select Active Headend.

The selection menu for the created headend will be opened. The selection of the headend can be done via a double
click in the first column in the space directly to the left of the headend to be opened. After that the Program Menu of
the selected headend will be opened.

Test
POLYTRON PXU

Bad Wildbad
Langwiesenweg

192.168.1.221
192.168.1.227

10004
10001
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8.8 Diagnostics
The “Diagnostic“ menu is for service purposes and can be helpful during error analysis by telephone on the
Hotline +49(0)7081-1702-0.
In the menu item Menu, select the submenu Diagnostic to open the display for the controlled parameters.

The following submenu will be opened. With REFRESH, the display data can be updated.

1.

2.

3.

1.

In the menu header, the operating data of the device will be displayed.
Actual Operating Temperature:

approx. current environmental temperature

Total Operating Hours:

operating hours

Maximum Operating Temperature:

maximum measured environmental temperature

Critical Operating Hours:

operating hours at environmental temperature over 45°C

Note:

The temperatures shown only correspond to the current values in the case of correct, vertical
installation with a closed housing cover.
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2.

In the middle part of the menu, the input and CI parameters of each slot will be monitored. A
error free function and a
a possible error.
Tuner Lock:

shows the

Tuner locked to the adjusted input frequency

ASI-Sync / ASI-188 / Clipping: Monitoring of the internal transport streams

3.

CAM-Plugged:

Confirmation that the CAM module is plugged in

CAM-Initialized:

Confirmation that the CAM module is initialized

Descrambling:

Confirmation that the CAM module decrypted services

In the lower part, the internal function units of the channels will be monitored. A
function and a a possible error.

shows the error free

8.8.1 LED analysis
LNB

green:
off:

12 V voltage on
no voltage

Tuner

green continuous: Tuner locked
green flashing:
Tuner not locked

LNB voltage

green:
red:

12 V voltage ok
short circuit and/or overload

FPGA

green:
off:

configured, ready to operate
error

CI

green:
off:

CAM detected and initialized
no CAM detected

12 V

green:
off:

12 V power supply ok
power supply error

RF

green:
off:

output ok
error

Status

green:
orange:

all tuners locked, ready for use
different functions in programming
Terr. voltage supply

LNB voltage

LNB voltage

Tuner

12 V
voltage

CI
RF

Status
FPGA
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8.9 Firmware update
In the menu Firmware Update, the firmware of the device may be changed. This enables the latest version of the
basic device software to be updated when availible. The individual software files can be updated selectively via the
menu item Firmware Update or directly in the Program Menu in the software version overview.

A prerequisite is that the latest programming software is installed on the PC/Laptop. This is available for
download at the following web address: https://polytron.de/index.php/de/service/download.
All set parameters are retained after the update.
Important: Please follow the update instructions carefully. Do not turn off the unit or unplug the power cord from
the wall outlet. Failure to follow the instructions or interrupt the power supply while installing the new
controller software may interrupt the update process and cause the unit to stop responding or require
repair.

8.9.1 Firmware version overview
During the loading of the overview, a comparison of the software data takes place. The fields with the software
versions will be highlighted.



Green means: Software is up to date.
Yellow means: Newer software exists, an update is possible.

Double Click to Update

The individual software files can be updated selectively. For this, automatic forwarding to the Update menu will
occur after a double click in the relevant field that displays the firmware.

To start the update process, press the button Update. The update progress is displayed with a status display.
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If the software is up to date, the following menu window will be displayed.
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8.10 Changing the output window
The PXU 848 X provides the possibility to change the standard of the output signal from DVB-C in DVB-T and vice
versa. To do this, in the menu item DVB-Output, select the submenu Change Output Standard.

Automatic forwarding to the Download menu occurs.

The output signal can be selected between DVB-T or DVB-C. After pressing the Update button, new FPGA software
will be loaded and uploaded to the PXU 848 X. The update progress is displayed with a status display.

The FPGA update takes about 15 minutes and should under no circumstances be interrupted
during execution!

Important: Please follow the update instructions carefully. Do not turn off the unit or unplug the power cord from
the wall outlet. Failure to comply with the instructions, as well as interruption of power supply during the
firmware / FPGA update installation may interrupt the update process and cause the device to stop
responding or require repair.
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8.11 Extras/additional adjustments
In certain applications, advanced settings and an intervention in the transport stream are necessary. In the menu
item Extras, settings can be made for these applications.

8.11.1 Function “Password“
The menu item Password Settings allows changes of the access data to the device and with this an increased
access security. It is found in the menu item Extras.

Important: Please make sure to note the serial number, as this is required to reset the password if
necessary. The serial number is displayed on the Overview window (program menu) or in the Set
Password menu.
Should the password be lost or forgotten, we are happy to help with the general password reset. For this we would
need the serial number of the device. The serial number can also be found on the label on the outside of the device
housing. The general password reset can only be done by POLYTRON. For this process we generate a new
password with which the device can be unlocked again.
Note:

The password protection is not activated ex-works and can be switched on from μC-SW version 1.31.

After pressing the button Password Settings, the following input menu will be opened.

The activation of password function is done by selecting Use Password by tick.
Enter the password (min.6 / max.10 digits) in the input field Password (consisting of letters, numbers or special
characters in any sequence) and retype the password in the input field Retype Password.
Click on Save to store the password settings.
By clicking on Change Password, a new password will be created.
You can also deactivate the password protection by removing the checkmark in front of Use Password. For this,
you need the password to log in first.
Exit the program – SATC12 – or continue with the settings if necessary.
The next time that the program – SATC12 – is started, please enter the password in the input field and then click
OK to confirm the password or Cancel, if required.
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 Please note: In this pop up window no change of the password is possible.

8.11.2 Teletext ON / OFF
The submenu Teletext Mode allows the activation and deactivation of teletext data. It is found in the menu item
Extras.

After pressing the button Teletext Mode, the following input window will be opened.

By selecting the required setting, the teletext is switched on or off. This applies to all services that are processed
with the compact headend.
Click Save to apply the changes.

Note: In the factory setting, the teletext is switched on
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8.11.3 EIT PID remapping
The submenu EIT PID Remap Settings allows remapping of an EIT PID (Event Information Table, Packet
IDentifier). It is found in the menu item Extras.
Note:

These settings are only for the special case of a non-standard EIT PID.
Please select OFF for all other applications.

After pressing the button EIT PID Remap Settings, the following input window will be opened. Please change the
EIT PID only for special cases. To do this, change the Mode of the wanted channel to ON and enter the desired PID
in the column Remap PID. Press Save to apply the values.

8.11.4 Monitoring CI
Via the submenu CI Monitoring, a deactivation of the monitoring of the CI function is possible. It can be selected in
the menu item Extras.
Note:

These settings are only for the special case in which no CI monitoring is desired.
Please select ON for all other applications.

After pressing the button CI Monitoring, the following input window will be opened. For deactivation of CI monitoring
select OFF for the desired CI slot. Press Save to apply the selection.
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8.11.5 Datarate CI (PXU 848 C)
Via the submenu CI Datarate it is possible to set the maximum datarate to 72 Mbit/s or 96 Mbit/s, which is
processed via the CAM. It can be selected in the menu item Extras.
Note:

These settings are only for special cases and the selection depends on the maximum datarate of the
CAM. The CI datarate can only be set when the CI module has been inserted and initialized and the
DUAL mode has been selected.

After pressing the button CI Datarate, the following window will be opened.
Requirements for selecting the datarate:
1. CI-Modul has been inserted and initialized
2. DUAL mode has been activated (CHANNEL 1 - 4 possible)

After checking the requirements, confirm the window with OK. The window will be closed and the setting menu for
selecting the maximum datarate will be opened. The selection can only be made for inserted and initialized CI
modules. For all other CI slots, the AUTO selection is permanently stored. Press Save to apply the selection.
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9. Application example

The PXU 848 series is the ideal choice when PAY TV and free-to-air channels are to be combined,
offering via multiplexing an optimal configuration of the headend.
Application for Germany
Encrypted programs to complement the free-to-air channels. By using the multiplexing function, the capacities of
the smart cards can be optimally utilized.
Application for Austria / Switzerland
Decrypted public stations combined with German free-to-air channels with an optimal utilization of the CAM
modules and cards.
Application for holiday countries (e.g. Netherlands)
Decrypted local stations combined with foreign language programs. As well as the compilation of new program
selections based on the requirements of the tourist clientel.
Application of mixed reception
Combination of satellite reception with local terrestrial reception in one device.
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10. Technical data
Type
Article no.
Inputs
CI slots
Multiplexing
Input connector A
Input frequency
Input level
Input connector B
Input frequency
Input level
DVB-S/S2 Demodulator
SR DVB-S / QPSK
SR DVB-S2 / QPSK
SR DVB-S2 / 8PSK
Modulation
CR DVB-S / QPSK
CR DVB-S2 / 8PSK
Roll off
DVB-T Demodulator
Modulation
FFT
Bandwidth
Code rate
Guard interval
DVB-T2 Demodulator
Modulation
FFT
Bandwidth
Code rate
Guard interval
DVB-C Demodulator
Modulation
Symbol rate
Bandwidth
Output modulation ex works
Modulation
FEC
Symbol rate
FFT
Guard interval
Bandwidth
Spectrum
Output
Output channels
Frequency range
Output level
Channel attenuation
MER
Test output
Operation parameters
Power consumption
Supply voltage
Operation temperature
Dimensions (W x H x D)

PXU 848 C
5552300

PXU 848 T
5552305

8
4
8 x 8 (service based)
F female
950 - 2150 MHz (1 MHz steps)
50 - 80 dBµV
F female
110 - 862 MHz (250 kHz steps)
50 - 80 dBµV
1 - 45 MS/s
1 - 45 MS/s
1 - 45 MS/s
8PSK / QPSK
1/4, 1/3, 2/5, 1/2, 3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10
3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10
0.35, 0.25, 0.20
QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM
2K, 8K
7, 8 MHz
1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8
1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32
QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM, 256QAM
1K, 2K, 4K, 8K, 16K, 32K
7, 8 MHz
1/2, 3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6
1/4, 5/32, 1/8, 5/64, 1/16, 1/32, 1/64, 1/128
16QAM, 32QAM, 64QAM, 128QAM, 256QAM
0.2 - 7.2 MS/s
6, 7, 8 MHz
DVB-C
DVB-T
16QAM, 32QAM, 64QAM, 128QAM,
QPSK, 16QAM, 32QAM, 64QAM
256QAM
Reed-Solomon (204, 188)
1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8
1 - 7.2 MS/s
/
/
2k
/
1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32
7, 8 MHz (dependent on SR) α=0.15
7, 8 MHz
normal, invers
normal, invers
8 (up to 4 as dual channel)
112 - 862 MHz (250 kHz steps)
90 dBµV
0 - 12 dB (1 dB steps)
40 dB
38 dB (typ.)
112 - 862 MHz, -20 dB
45 W
180...265 V, 50/60 Hz
0 - 45 °C
380 x 335 x 105 mm
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Notes
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Notes
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Postfach 10 02 33
75313 Bad Wildbad
Zentrale/Bestellannahme
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+ 49 (0) 70 81 / 1702 - 0
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Technical hotline
Telefax

+ 49 (0) 70 81 / 1702 - 0
+ 49 (0) 70 81 / 1702 - 50

Internet
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http://www.polytron.de
info@polytron.de
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